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“Maüra, daughter of the earth”
Gestural theater, puppets and storyteller
All ages from two years old
Duration: 35 minutes
Creation and interpretation: Marta Gorchs
Dramaturgy: Praline Gay-Para
Scenography: Thomas Roper
Puppets: Martí Doy i Thomas Roper
Original Soundtrack: Lluís Rodríguez
Lighting: Roc Laín
Costumes: Eva Gorchs
Production: Cia.Sifó
Public Relations: Laura Garcia Jordan
Graphic Design: Roger Velàzquez, Dbòlit.
Distribution: Cia.Sifó i La Maleta dels Espectacles
Coproduced by Cia.Sifó i Cie.Pavé Volubile.
With the complicity of: FIT Festival, Temporada Alta, Fundació
Miró, Successió Miró CB, Teatre Principal de Palma

A turbulent girl, the hero
Eastern African oral tradition has many versions where
women are in the origin of the earth and sky detachment.
Fertilizing the ground with her domestic duties, she turns
to be the creator of the world. In this story the hero is a
little child, Maüra. She is a turbulent, dynamic, and noncompliant girl who doesn’t pay attention to those who
want her to stop. What would have happened if Maura
would have listened, would have behaved, and would
have stopped as she was told? Today we would still be
living with the sky glued over our heads.

“Storytelling is giving to our
children the essential tools to
grow as human beings.”
Praline Gay-Para

Miró reference
This show was created in front of a Miro’s painting
displayed at Fundació Miró of Barcelona. Mature Joan
Miró’s paintings represent an oneiric cosmos. The
universality of the story echoes inside the universality of
the artist. The staging far from figurative is impregnated
by Miro’s pictorial poetry and plasticity, leaving room
for the audience imaginary. Like stories, words create
specific images on the personal and intimate mind of
each one in the audience.

“This story is a tribute
to the turbulent children
who following their spirit
reinvent our world every
day” Marta Gorchs

Abstract
Hard to believe, literature was created to explain the world.
Maüra, daughter of the earth explains the origin of the
sun, the moon, and the stars, inspired by Joan Miró’s art.
The show explains that, once upon a time, the sky and the
earth where glued together, that Maüra started to grind
without realizing that with the mortar was hitting the sky,
and that she didn´t listen to the butterfly, the swallow, or
the eagle who warned her, and... Do you want to know
more? Come and see! A visual show for little great people.

“I am not interested in the
piece of art itself but in its
projecction, its message,
in what it will move in the
people’s spirit”
Joan Miró

Cia. Sifó
Cia Sifó was created in 2007 by Agustí Cardona and Marta
Gorchs, both members of the circus company Kabam
(2001-2005). Back in 2005, their professional paths were
growing apart. In the following three years, Marta Gorchs
studied mime and physical dramaturgy with Théâtre du
Mouvement, while improving her contemporary dance
skills. On the other hand, Agusti Cardona joined the
Quadrinos project in CIRC CRIC.
In 2007, they got back working together with Sopa de
Pedres, a circus show based in popular stories. Nowadays,
a familiar adaptation of this show produced by Teatre Nu
is on tour.
Since autumn 2009, along with the acrobat Dani de
Castro – replaced by Serena Vione since 2011 -, they start
the research project of the show l’Enreixat/La Cleda,
produced in 2012 and performed for the first time on May
17th 2012 at Fira de Circ Trapezi, coproduced by CAER
(Centre d’Arts Escèniques Reus).
In autumn 2014 Cia Sifó presents “Maüra daughter of
the earth” at the festival Temporada Alta. A show for the
young public that brings a new challenge: to share the
scene with a puppet.

Tour requirements
Capacity: 70 people.
We can perform up to 3 shows a day.
In big format theaters public can be seated on the stage.
Staff on tour: one actress + a technician
Stage: 5m wide, 4m deep, and 3.5 high.
Prepared black space.
Lighting:
· 12 PC 1KW
· 2 Profils 15-30 ETC JR 575wts with tripod and portagobos
· 2 Asymmetric 1kw
· 12 Dimmer Channels de 2,5kw with protocol DMX 512.
· Light board with 12 submaster.

Maüra’s links
Show´s clip – 3 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGzWyVZ6Tkk
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